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IT REALLY MAKES A 
DIFFERENCE
Would you like to see the Club 
add another airplane to the fleet? 
By changing how you pay at the 
Club, you can help the Club keep 
running costs down and prices 
low for members. 

Did you know that the Club 
pays upwards of $100,000 a 
year in extra fees paid to credit 
card companies? Every time a 
customer uses a credit card, a 
percentage of that payment goes 
to the credit card company and 
away from the business. Could 
you use an alternative payment 
method when paying at the 

Club? Would you consider using 
a debit card, cheque, cash, or 
e-transfers? Or if you do need to 
use your credit card, could you 
pay in advance for several lessons 
and rentals at a time, to save on 
transaction fees? By working 
together, we can keep costs down 
for everyone!

IMC/IFR ROUND TABLE
Two years and counting, the IMC 
Round Table group is still going. 
Their next meeting will be held on 
October 27th and occurs every 
last Saturday of the month, 2PM 
in the upstairs classroom. Contact 
John Ainsworth to get involved!
ainsworthj@airnavigation.com

SUSTAINING 
MEMBERSHIP
Have you considered becoming a 
Sustaining Member of the Club? 
Sustaining and Life Members 
receive a reduced price on fuel, a
discount of 10% per hour off the 
hourly rental rate for aircraft, and 
are entitled to one vote at each 
meeting of the Corporation. They 
also receive all Club privileges.
Ladies, did you know that of our 
Club’s 166 Sustaining and Life 
Members, only 13 are women? 
That’s less than 8%.

So how do you become a 
Sustaining Member? If you 
have been a Flying Member in 

Front cover photo credits: COPA 4 Kids event, 
September 8th. Photo is from http://copaflight6.blogspot.
com/

Photo opposite, upper: Instagram: eriks_restorations_
inc. Flight to Victoria in a C177.

Connect with us and share your aviation stories!

News Around the Club
News and Events

VFC BY-LAWS, SECTION 9, ON MEMBERSHIP
Sustaining Members shall be persons admitted as such by the Board of Directors, who have held a Flying 
Membership in good standing for a period of not less than twenty four (24) consecutive months, and 
who have paid such annual fees as may be fixed from time to time by the Board of Directors. Application 
for Sustaining Membership must be sponsored in writing by two Sustaining Members in good standing. 
Each Sustaining Member shall be entitled to one vote at each meeting of the Corporation and to all Club 
privileges.

Life Members shall be persons admitted by the Board of Directors who have held a Sustaining or Flying 
Membership in good standing for a period of not less than twenty four (24) consecutive months, and 
who have paid the entrance fee fixed by the Board which shall be not less than ten times the annual 
Sustaining Member's dues. Application from Flying Members for Life Membership must be sponsored in 
writing by two Sustaining or Life Members in good standing. Each Life Member shall be entitled to one 
vote at each meeting of the Corporation and to all Club privileges.

Honourary Life Members shall be persons admitted as such by the Board of Directors provided, however, 
that the number thereof admitted during any one calendar year shall not exceed one. These members 
shall be entitled to one vote at each meeting of the Corporation and to all Club privileges.



good standing for not less than 24 consecutive 
months, ask for an application form from Dispatch. 
Applications must be sponsored in writing by two 
Sustaining or Life Members in good standing and 
are submitted to the Board for approval.

ONE IS DIFFERENT
We have 10 C172s, and one of them is different... 
You know the one, the P model, the one that has a 
useful load of 1038 lbs (more than any of the other 
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Women in Aviation
News and EventsNews and Events

AIRCRAFT RENTAL 
DISCOUNT HOURS

Monday to Friday, 1700–0930 
$10/hr rental discount, or
0.2 simulator time credit per hour of flight 
(approximate value $20)

Saturday and Sunday, 1700–0930 and stat holidays
$15/hr rental discount, or
0.3 simulator time credit per hour of flight 
(approximate value $30)

NEWS AND EVENTS

OCT 8 Thanksgiving, aircraft rental discount
OCT 20 Thank your ATCs! International Day of 

Air Traffic Controllers
OCT 27 IMC Round Table, 2PM in large 

classroom at VFC
JAN 26 Wings Banquet

Is your aviation-related event not listed?  
Let us know at news@flyvfc.com.

NEED ADVERTISING?

Advertising in The Patrician is affordable! 
Contact us for more information.

flyvfcmarketing@gmail.com

HIRING: FLIGHT INSTRUCTORS

Looking to fly and teach in one of the 
most beautiful places in the world? Come  

teach with us! Send your resume to 
jobs@flyvfc.com.

What?!  Half a 172 per year?
Although VFC’s management team has negotiated our 
credit card fees down considerably over the last year, did 
you know that VFC pays the equivalent of a half of an 
airplane per year in credit card company fees? 

We’d ask you to consider using cash, interact or e-transfer 
in paying your account to reduce unnecessary fees, yours 
and ours, because we’d like to spend that money on adding 
another plane to the fleet.

AVIATION 
    DESIGN

Have You Considered a Career in AVIATION and DESIGN?
February 2019, Mt. Doug is hosting a district-wide, semester long aviation and 
design program.  In this program students will:
• EARN credit for High School and Post-Secondary Courses:

• Technology Education 12 - Industrial Design
• Technology Education 12 - Metal Fabrication & Machining
• TEAC - Engineering Sampler in Partnership with Camosun College
•Work Experience 12A

• Achieve Transport Canada Ground School Certification and Co-Pilot Three Flights
•Work with Local Aviation and Design Employers
•Visit Technical Training Facilities for TEAC 105 and Aviation Related Projects

Mt. Doug Secondary   February - June 2019 
Partnering With Viking Air, Victoria Flying Club 

Pacific Sky, VIH Aviation Group & Camosun College

Contact your Career Centre Coordinator for more information 

or the District Career Office at  250.475.4182 
APPLICATIONS ARE DUE BY NOVEMBER 10, 2018

GREATER VICTORIA SCHOOL DISTRICT 
PRESENTS:

planes!) and uses carburetor heat. 
That is our beloved GINH! Soon we 
will offer you the choice to be able 
to choose this aircraft to fly in. Stay 
tuned with Dispatch to learn more!

EGRESS TRAINING
Bryan Webster continues to 
provide life-saving egress training, 
with his next in-water workshop 
happening in Victoria on October 
27th. This training could save your 
life! Here is what one of his past 
students said: 
"I think your Egress Training has had 
a large part to do with my surviving 
an aircraft crash in September (2013) 
when I had a catastrophic engine 
failure after take off at Fort Nelson. 
I ended up gliding my amphibious 
Sea Wind Aircraft while on fire in 
the air before plowing through a set 
of power-lines and smashing onto a 
busy road in Fort Nelson. The impact 
did major damage to the aircraft 
and drove the partially extended 
gear through the bottom of the wing 
rupturing a full tank of fuel. My 
aircraft then slid to a stop on the 
street while fuel that was running out 
of the damaged wing caught fire from 

the already existing large blaze going 
on in the engine compartment. I had 
severe difficulty getting the canopy 
open and getting out of the aircraft.
Taking in three or four breaths of 
toxic smoke while inside the cockpit 
was a similar situation to being under 
water and not being able to breathe. 
In a few seconds which seemed like 
a very long time, lots of things went 
on inside the burning aircraft. The 
fact is that I am “very very” fortunate 
to be alive today. I truly do believe 
the 1, 2, 3, 4 steps in your Aviation 
Egress Training kicked in the last 

moment as I WAS TRAPPED and had 
to hold it together. I am not much of 
a person for mandating things in life, 
but I do think ALL PILOTS and their 
passengers would benefit from your 
type of training."

Details about the workshop are on 
the back page of this issue.

Have news or a story to tell? Email 
us at flyvfcmarketing@gmail.com for 
a chance to have your news or story 
published in The Patrician.

Thank 
you!

Many thanks to 
our awesome 
ATCs here at 

CYYJ for looking 
after us and 

keeping us safe!

October 20
Happy International Day 

of Air Traffic 
Controllers!
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Feature ArticleFeature Article 

Jerry Gosley, The First Patrician Editor, 
1940s
Contributed by Timothy Gosley, Jerry Gosley's son.
With excerpt from “Nowhere Else to Go” by John Windsor, published by Gray’s Publishing, Sidney BC, (1964)

Editor's note: This month, the 
Patrician celebrates 77 years 
since its first issue! In honour of its 
anniversary, I invited the son of Jerry 
Gosley (the first Patrician editor), 
Tim Gosley to share with us the story 
about the beginning of one of his 
Dad's lasting legacies, The Patrician. 
Many thanks to Timothy for telling us 
about how it all got started.

When the Dash 8 returning me 
home bounces down the tarmac 
of the Victoria International 
Airport, I am jolted to remember 
how this airport brought my 
father, Jerry Gosley, to Vancouver 
Island, and how he became the 
founding editor and publisher 
of "The Patrician."  In 1939, in 
Yorkshire, England, Dad enlisted 
in the RAF.  He was immediately 
issued tropical fighting gear and 
sardined along with two thousand 
others into an ocean transport 
rumoured to be steaming towards 

the deserts of North Africa to end 
the dominance of Rommel and 
his Afrika Corps.  However, the 
ship plowed the Atlantic’s swells 
in another direction.  It steered 
directly into the setting sun.  And 
when the sun set on the final day 
of their journey, the exotic land 
they arrived at was Halifax, Nova 
Scotia.  Canada?  In this climate, 
the only relevant tropical gear was 
the mosquito netting.  

By train they travelled 6,521 
butt-crushing kilometers across 
our fair land again directly into 
the setting sun.  “Go West young 
man… just remember to bring an 
economy pack of barf bags.”  But 
in Vancouver fortunes changed. 
On the last leg of their journey, 
upon a chartered ferry that split 
the waters of the sparkling Salish 
Sea, they passed the rich green 
islands bordered to the south and 
east by a necklace of mountains 

with Mount Baker shrouded in 
mist being the principal jewel.  The 
recruits were gob-smacked by the 
beauty.  My father felt an affinity.  
And the affinity continued upon 
landing in Victoria, which was as 
advertised, “A little bit of Ye Olde 
England” but with far less class 
distinction.  

The affinity’s spell shattered, 
however, when they boarded 
the truck convoy that shaked, 
rattled, and rolled to their new 
post thirty-three kilometers to 
the north, ending at Patricia Bay, 
now the Victoria International 
Airport.  They were told they 
would be manning a new air base 
providing training to pilots and 
protecting Canada’s west coast.  
However, they arrived to overlook 
a huge barren field with a few 
barrack huts hastily being slapped 
together.  The creation of an RAF 
training base had only just begun 
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and it would take months before 
the new arrivals would be able to 
exercise their expertise. They were 
not happy campers. 

Despondency swept the camp and 
morale nosedived into the Salish 
Sea.  Squadron Command, fearing 
rebellion and hordes of marauding 
men threatening the local civilian 
population’s peace, called an 
emergency meeting.  My father 
was invited.

My father had two principle civilian 
skills.  His professional training 
was as a printer and a manager 
of commercial printing shops.  
His personal passion, which he 
became highly acclaimed for, 
was as an entertainer.  He had 
a special ability to corral local 
talent to create crowd pleasing 
variety shows.  Before enlisting, 
his first major assignment was 
to manage the print shop at the 
Wiltshire Gazette, a weekly journal 
in Devizes, Wiltshire.  In his off 
hours, he was an organizer at the 
Servicemen’s Social Centre where 
he coordinated variety shows 
from the talent he could recruit, 
whether amateur or professional.  
The result brought joy, laughter, 
and relief to homesick troops.  

My father’s military credentials 
were somewhat dodgier. He was 

determined to enlist, and because 
he had basic flying knowledge, he 
fancied himself a pilot.  However, 
the recruitment center was less 
fanciful.  They rejected him due 
to an enlarged heart.  Dad fought 
back, proving his heart the same 
as any man's.  They rejected him a 
second time for bad eyesight.  So, 
he tried a different recruitment 
centre, and, three times unlucky, 
he was rejected for his stammer. 
(Anecdotally, his stammer may 
have been caused by being born 
left handed and being forced to 
write with his right.) It seemed Dad 
had to accept his fate.  But then 
the battle of Dunkirk shattered the 
nation. Returning soldiers marched 
through the streets of Devizes 
ragged, injured, and haunted.  
Father was determined to attempt 
enlisting one last time, and due to 
the ever increasing need for new 
recruits he was accepted as RAF 
ground crew.  

He found the recruit training 
one of the most miserable 
periods of his life.  His 
assignment to become a 
wireless operator would 
never work.  He was inept 
with the technology and 
he was terrified that he 
would err and guide a pilot 
to his death.  His tension 

erupted into a diatribe about his 
ineptitude to his sergeant, and 
that he wouldn’t be responsible for 
killing men on his own side.  After 
a pause the sergeant said, “All 
right Gosley, stay away from the 
wireless. Meanwhile go make up a 
pot of tea.”

By the time Father got to Patricia 
Bay, he was respected more for 
his civilian skills than anything 
connected to the needs of war.  
Therefore, he was asked to go to 
the emergency meeting to suggest 
‘ways and means’ of keeping up 
morale.  He suggested a station 
concert party and a monthly 
magazine.  Squadron Leader Roy 
Pearson accepted both.

Below is a description of the 
birth of ‘The Patrician’ taken 
from ‘Nowhere Else to Go,’ my 
Father’s biography, written by John 
Windsor and published by (cont.) 

Servicemen on route through the rockies towards the 
west coast.

The ferry that transported the servicemen from 
Vancouver to Sidney.
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Gray’s Publishing Ltd., Sidney B.C. 
(1964).  

 Installed in an unused 
storeroom that had only a barrack 
table and a chair as furniture, Jerry 
began his new career as the editor 
and publisher of “The Patrician,” a 
breezy little magazine that was to 
flourish until the RAF left Pat Bay 
early in 1944.  His first problem was 
to find funds, and it was a tough 
one.  The air-force had no money 
available for such unofficial activities 
and the station canteen had not 
been operating long enough to have 
a surplus that might be tapped.  
Casting about for inspiration, Jerry 
thought of the many local business 
men who supplied, or dealt in some 
way with the camp.  They didn’t 
know yet, but they were going to help 
finance “The Patrician.”

 With a sweet smile and 
soft words he visited the different 
merchants, suggesting that they buy 
advertising.  He never said it in as 
many words, but always there was 
an undercurrent of meaning that 
might be defined as “You scratch my 
back and we’ll scratch yours.”  The 
merchants were quick to grasp this, 
so these calls resulted in sales of 
advertising and Jerry got funds.

 His next concern was to 
find contributions from among the 

airmen, and here he was equally 
successful.  The odd wrist had to 
be twisted but, by and large the 
servicemen, or at least many of them, 
were eager to get their words into 
print, and there was a fairly steady 
stream of articles, poetry, local news 
items, reports from the Old Country, 
and Canadian impressions, to fill the 
monthly issues.

 There were no facilities 
at the camp for printing, so 
arrangements were made with the 
Victoria firm, Diggon’s, to handle 
this.  Bert Hebden, the manager, 
was a tower of strength, and both 
the city’s newspapers, The Colonist 
and The Times, went out of their 
way to help, supplying photographs, 
news items and fillers from their files.  
Many of their staff members such 
as Harry and Nancy Hodges, Bruce 
Hutchison, Tom Merriman, Sandham 
Graves and Ken Drury gave Jerry 
sound advice, technical assistance, 
and encouragement when the going 
seemed unduly rough.

 The original idea of the 
magazine was two-fold, to serve 
as a morale builder for the British 
serviceman, and to give them 
something that they could send 
home to their families so that the 
people back home would have some 
idea of the life and activities of their 
relatives, far away on the western 

frontier of what many thought to be 
wild and primitive land.  It quickly 
developed that “The Patrician” had 
a third role – representing the RAF 
to the people of Victoria.  It found 
a ready sale in the city, and the 
magazine stands were quick to stock 
it for their customers.  Eventually, 
air force headquarters in Ottawa 
forbade this, decreeing that it should 
not be in competition with ordinary 
commercial magazines, but by this 
time it had developed such a local 
following that the news vendors 
would smuggle copies from the 
camp and sell them from under 
counter, like other hot, black market 
commodities.

 Even before this, Jerry and 
his boss, Squadron Leader Pearson, 
had crossed swords with Ottawa 
headquarters.  A letter reached them 
stating that they must discontinue 
soliciting advertising from the 
local merchants as there had been 
complaints that this was nothing but 
thinly disguised blackmail.  Maybe 
it was, but it had got the magazine 
started, and the loss of revenue 
was going to be a serious, though 
not crippling, blow.  By now such 
money-making activities as the 
station canteen had surplus funds 
that could be used to help support 
“The Patrician."  Nevertheless, it 
was irritating, and Messrs. Pearson 
and Gosley, unable to argue with 
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higher authority, decided to avenge 
themselves with a little leg-pulling.

 In their next issue, a casual 
glance would notice the usual 
number of advertisements scattered 
throughout the magazine, but 
closer scrutiny would show that 
these were phonies, promoting 
the merits, not of some local 
restaurant or haberdasher, but 
instead extolling the virtues of the 
food served in the airmen’s mess, 
or of the sartorial elegance of the 
overalls to be obtained from the 
quartermaster’s stores.  As required 
by air-force regulations, a copy was 
sent to headquarters, and about a 
week later this august body reacted 
with a blistering letter threatening 
dire punishment, a firing squad or 
burning at the stake appeared to be 
in the writer’s mind, if the editors 
of “The Patrician” did not have a 
good explanation as to why they 
had continued to print commercial 
advertisements.

 Gosley and Pearson spent a 
happy afternoon drafting a reply, in 
the respectful tones that a S/L must 
always use to a Wing Commander, 
suggesting that the latter might be 
well-advised to study the offending 
material a little more closely.  No 
reply was ever received, but they had 
a vision of the very embarrassed, very 
red-faced senior officer gnashing his 

teeth and ripping their letter to bits 
in annoyance.  (end excerpt)

My father enjoyed defying 
authority whenever possible.  
The RAF version of ‘The Patrician’ 
continued until 1944 with my 
father at the helm.  During this 
time, Dad also started a variety 
evening called the Smile Show 
inspired by the WWII Gang 
Shows started in England by 
Ralph Reader.  When he returned 
to Britain he was reassigned 
to work on these Gang Shows 
which took him as far away as 
Italy.  The shows entertained an 
estimated 3,500,000 servicemen 
and provided a training ground 
for renowned talents such as Tony 
Hancock and Peter Sellers. 

At the end of the war, 
Dad returned to the 
Wiltshire Gazette where 
he met my mother.  His 
mind kept wandering to 
the beauty of Vancouver 
Island and the life 
he had left.  So, he 
talked his new wife to 
immigrate to Canada, 
first to Sidney and then 
Victoria.  My father 
established a printing 
service and revived the 
Smile Show as a civilian 
summer tradition which 

entertained the locals and tourists 
alike for over thirty years.  

So, after disembarking the Dash 
8 and taking my luggage off the 
trolley waiting on the tarmac, I do a 
360, taking in the runway, hangars, 
vehicles and all the elements that 
comprise our small but modern 
internationally accredited airport.  
What was it like in 1939, just a 
barren field and a few rickety 
barracks?  How strange that this 
field would lead to the evolution 
of a magazine still being enjoyed 
today.  And how lucky my father 
was to be posted on Vancouver 
Island to do his bit for the war 
effort by creating variety shows 
and editing "The Patrician."

The Patrician was in Hollywood!  Heartthrob Nelson Eddy, Ray 
Noble, puppet Charlie McCarthy and Edgar Bergen check out 

what is happening at Pat Bay.

Jerry taking notes for a Patrician article. The Executive Staff of the 1940s Patricians. Squadron 
Leader Roy Pearson, Jerry, and F/O R. D. Hilton Smith.
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Flying in America’s Big Country
O ne of the great enjoyments of this summer’s vacation was the opportunity to mix the scenic beauty of America’s Big Country 

with the challenges of � ying safely into some of the highest elevation airports within the continental US. Of the top 10 
elevation airports in the US, eight of them are located in Colorado which explains why � ying o�  the beaten path in this state 
requires some thoughtful planning.

ef
The point of departure for this adventure was Truckee, CA located in the Sierra Mountain range. The Truckee-Tahoe airport—
elevation 5900 feet MSL—is considered an entry level high-elevation airport although summer temperatures often raise the 

density altitude above 8000 feet by mid-morning.

During my stay in Truckee (KTRK), a thunderstorm passed over 
the airport on July 24 at 4:15 PM local time. Given the damage 
that hail can do to your aircraft, it’s well worth contacting the 
Truckee Airport Authority (530-587-4119 Ext. 100) the day 
before you arrive to ask about renting one of their BRAVO 
hangars. The cost is $50.00 US per night and you pay for it 
in the Operations Room on the second � oor of the Terminal 
Building. The airport authority rents them on a “� rst come, � rst 
served” basis.

Since the Noise Abatement procedures for arrivals and departures 
are seriously enforced at KTRK you should download the 
animated procedures from the internet at truckeetahoeairport.
com before landing there.

As a step up in elevation from Truckee, 
the Mammoth Yosemite Airport—
elevation 7135 feet MSL—provides 
a good challenge to see if one can set 
the mixture properly for an approach 
and departure in a normally aspirated 
aircraft. Many locals will tell you 
horror stories of pilots coming in to 
land only to have their engines quit on 
them because the manifold pressure 
and mixture were set improperly for 
the altitude and temperature. The 
result, they say, is often a crash landing 
several hundred yards short of the 
intended runway. Likewise, there are 
stories of aircraft crashing on departure 
because the pilots attempted to takeo�  
without � rst adjusting the mixture for 
maximum rpm at full throttle against 
the brakes.
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After getting acquainted with high-elevation airports at Truckee and Mammoth, the next leg of this journey took me to Aspen, 
Colorado (KASE)—elevation 7838 feet MSL and a tra�  c pattern altitude of 9023 feet. The plan was to do a fuel stop at Ely, 
Nevada (KELY) and then proceed from there to Aspen. The morning before my departure, I got a full weather brie� ng including 
NOTAMs from Leidos Flight Services. However, when I arrived at Ely and was on short � nal for Runway 36 I saw a yellow X 
painted on the threshold of the runway. I immediately pulled up and once I was clear of the mountain ridge to the east of the 
airport, I started looking at my sectional for the next airport with fuel. As it turned out, the next available fuel was 110 nm away 
at Delta Municipal airport (KDTA). As I rarely travel without at least 2 hours of reserve fuel, I knew that I could easily make 
my way to Delta Muni without fear of running out of fuel. Along the way, I contacted Flight Services to � nd out why the � ight 
briefer hadn’t mentioned the airport closure and was told that because runway 12/30 was still available there was no reason to 
say the airport was closed. I could understand that, but the problem was runway 12/30 appeared from the air as a crater-� lled 
cow � eld—not the most ideal place to land.

After I fueled the plane at KDTA, I was o�  again to Aspen, but my adventure that day was only beginning. About half-way between 
KDTA to KASE, the Approach Control providing � ight following contacted me to say that I wouldn’t be able to make it to Aspen 
due to a long line of thunderstorms that loomed across my � ight path. The controller said I would have to set down somewhere 
for about 3 hours before continuing on to Aspen. Then, he told me to “standby.” When he returned to talk to me on frequency, 
he had several airport suggestions as to where to land for 3 hours, along with recommendations for the best airports based on 
good restaurants and, if need be, hotels. Based on his recommendations, I chose Canyonlands, Utah (KCNY). Personally, I can’t 
say enough good things about air tra�  c controllers in the US. As was the case during previous summers, these people always 
bend over backwards to ensure pilots have a safe � ight.
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After a drive into town in the FBO courtesy car for lunch, I was able to takeo�  later for the � nal leg to Aspen. On arrival at 
KASE, the tower lined me up for a downwind right for runway 33. You have to exercise caution when on the downwind for this 
runway as there is a sizeable mountain right in the middle of the downwind leg. Due to the dangers of the mountainous terrain 
surrounding the airport, � ying IFR at night into Aspen is prohibited and night VFR approaches are strongly discouraged. About 
three weeks after landing in Aspen, you’ll receive an invoice in the mail from Vector-ASPEN in the amount of $20.25 US.

The following morning, it was o�  to Telluride, Colorado. By elevation, KTEX is the second highest airport in the US and is situated 
atop a mesa at 9070 feet MSL. The tra�  c pattern altitude is 10,480 ft.1 As student pilots, we’re taught that as we descend from 
altitude in order to land, we should enrich the mixture. In the Colorado Rockies, such practices often prove disastrous as the 
rich mixture in such thin air can choke the engine and cause it to sputter and die. Based on the advice of seasoned pilots I met 
in the FBOs, I always level o�  a thousand feet above the tra�  c pattern altitude of high-elevation airports, set the prop to full 
� ne, set the manifold pressure for landing, taking into consideration that a “go-around” might be necessary, and then adjust the 
mixture for maximum rpm. Since my engine never even sputtered on an approach into a high-elevation airport, I swear by this 
method passed on by these experienced pilots.

Once safely on the ground at KTEX and the plane put away in a hangar at the Atlantic FBO, I headed out of town by taxi to a 
nearby hill to get some photos, one of which is the Engineered Materials Arrestor System (EMAS) constructed at each end of 
runway 09/27. The EMAS system is to prevent planes from going over the 1000-foot drop at the end of runway 09 and the 2000-
foot cli�  at the end of runway 27. In the thin air, you’ll use a fair bit of the 7100 feet of runway available, but whatever you 
do, avoid damaging the EMAS system. It could cost your insurance company up to $1,000,000 in repairs, if they agree to pay. 
Due to the mountainous terrain and cli� s surrounding KTEX, you nearly always land on runway 09 and depart on runway 27.

1 The Colorado Pilots’ Association strongly discourages pilots of aircraft with � xed pitch propellers and less than 180 hp from � ying into high elevation 
airports like KTEX.
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 In order to put the odds squarely in 
my favour for a perfect launch the next 
morning,  I was back at the airport at 8:00 
AM for the walk-around. With the oxygen 
system turned on and feeling wide awake 
as I taxied to position from the run-up area 
to the threshold of runway 27, I heard 
a voice on the mandatory frequency 
from the Atlantic FBO. The pilots were 
reminding me to make sure I set the 
throttle and the mixture for maximum 
rpm against the brakes before take-o� —a 
wonderful example of pilots from the 
Colorado Pilots’ Association ensuring the 
safety of a sea level pilot. I replied that 
everything was set and sped down the 
runway, keeping the plane in ground e� ect 
until I was sure it would climb steadily as 
the runway and the ground fell away at the 
end of the mesa. It’s amazing that within 
couple of minutes I was at 10,000 ft MSL 
cruising along to Bryce, Utah.

Over the next few days I � ew into Bryce 
and a few other airports, each with their 
own particular appeal. Then, I slowly 
meandered through California, Oregon 
and Washington over the next week or 
so, on my way back to Victoria and, to be 
honest, I was already dreaming of � ying 
into Angel Fire, NM and a few other 
places next summer. As I look back on 
this experience, I de� nitely feel that � ying 
in America’s Big Country will no longer 
“ruffle my feathers” as it might have 
done before I embarked on this personal 
challenge. �

Good � ight!

Steve  Long
SKYLANE C-GRJW
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"Without disruption of air traffic, these 
fearless, forthright, indomitable and 

courageous individuals did venture into 
the wild blue yonder in flying machines.  

Furthermore, these skillful individuals did 
safely land said flying machines at Victoria 

International Airport, incurring no significant 
damage to self or machine, thus completing 

first solo flights."  

First Solos and 
Member 

Achievements
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Samuel Aryavong
Instructor: Micheal Turner

Member AchievementsMember Achievements

New Members
Adam Chen
Alistair Vittery
Alysha Forsayeth
Bill Phelan
Brandon Johannson
Brian Steer
Brienna Wiebe
Daniel Nizeyimana
Francis Leung
Gerald Eschun
Glenn Brown
Hans Babst
Isaiah Joseph
Jack Gilfillan
Jacob Scherer
Jeremy Downs
John Watt
Jon McKenzie

Joseph Butterweck
Josh Martin
Justin Smithman
Kent Black
Kirsten Pollock
Kurtis Stushnoff
Lawrence Wippman
Matt Savage
Morgan Yurill
Natalie Stubb
Paris Walsh
Richard Porritt
Ron Sargent
Roy Ledwosinski
Sasidhar Suresh
Tristan Avery
Tyler Peat

First Solo
Marius Pepin-Krause
Ryan Wiens
Teagan Gosling
Theo DuQuesnay

PPL Flight Test
Adam Johnston
Cody Shankland
Janelle Broda
Joshua Allen
Morgan McKenzie
Ryan Novotil
Ryden Emmerling

PPL Written
Andrew Anderson
Jacob Dennison

Private Pilot Licence
Cody Shankland
Gennadiy Saldyga
Morgan McKenzie
Ryan Emmerling
Siomon Willox

Night Rating
Masahiko Kobayashi
Thitasate Viengvises

Float Rating
Ian Scanlan

Multi Flight Test
Thitasate Viengvises

IFR Flight Test
Michael Bahrey

Theo DuQuesnay
Instructor: Matthew Cameron

Marius Pepin Krause
Instructor: Trevor Hulme

Ryan Wiens
Instructor: Trevor Hulme

Teagan Gosling
Instructor: Trevor Hulme

On August 30, 2018, just over two years after his first solo at VFC (May 
2016, instructor Brett Stevens), Tristan reported, "Today is a pretty special 
day for me, not only because I turned 25, but also because I finally landed 
my dream job as a Pilot for the Canadian Armed Forces! Thank you to all 
who have supported me throughout this journey. Here's to the beginning of 
a new one!" 

"I started my application in 2016 while I was a student pilot at VFC. In 2018 
I was offered a pilot position for the RCAF. I'm now currently in St.Jean, 
Quebec learning about the military values and putting them to practice. 
Flight training will start shortly after my completion of basic training in 
Portage La Prairie, Manitoba, where I'll learn how to fly a Grob120A. I'd 
like to thank all the instructors and my peers at VFC who supported me 
throughout my piloting career. I hope one day I'll be able to do a fly by in an 
F-18 and inspire other student pilots at VFC to keep pursuing their dreams."

Alumni Profile - Tristan Steven
Thanks to Tristan for updating us on his career progress!

Tristan flying solo, May 27, 2016.

Tristan receives his Certificate of 
Enrollment with the RCAF. 



The COPA Flight 6 Board 
consists of:

Flight Captain (President): 
Rob Shemilt 
Co-Captain (Vice President): 
Allan Rempel 
Navigator (Treasurer): 
Art Reitsma

COPA Flight 6 held its second annual 
COPA For Kids event on Saturday, 
September 8th. After months 
of planning and increasing the 
participation level to 60 kids from 
50, the day had finally arrived. The 
summer of 2018 had its fair share 
of stellar VFR days mixed in with 
a few smoke filled days resulting 
in marginal VFR flight conditions. 
As customary, in hopes it wouldn't 
be needed, a rain date was set for 
the following Saturday as overall 
September usally offers up mostly 
CAVOK conditions.

Unfortunately, we all woke up to less 
than ideal VFR conditions to take 
60 kids flying, most on their very 

first plane ride, if not some on their 
first flight in a small general aviation 
aircraft. Fog and poor visibilty 
persisted around YYJ from 8:00 AM 
right through to noon. Our first flight 
was scheduled for 9:30 AM with 
participants arriving just after 9:00 
AM for sign in, a brief ground school 
course and marshalling out to the 
airplane.

For most of the morning we could 
see neither Mt. Newton nor Salt 
Spring Island, which grounded us 
until lunch time. As the kids and 
parents started to stack up in the 
pilots' lounge, we kept them fuelled 
with food and beverages and a 
chance to walk out to the VFC apron 
to view the aircraft and sit in some. 

By 12:30 PM after much deliberation, 
it was decided conditons improved 
enough to send our first flight out. 
The planned route departed YYJ, 
climbing south bound through 1500 
feet, making a right turn just north of 
Cordova Bay, from there a westerly 
heading over to Brentwood Bay and 
a right hand turn to join base for a 09 
approach. 

Because of our weather delay, we 
were running way behind schedule to 
fly all 60 kids in one day, so we were 
only able to accomodate 25 kids 
the first Saturday. It was decided to 
postpone the balance of 35 kids to 
the following Saturday. Unfortunately 
again, we experienced more adverse 
conditions the following Saturday as 
low ceilings and heavy rain persisted 
for most of the morning through 
to midday. Rather than repeat the 
previous Saturday's event of having 
parents and kids mingle around for a 
few hours in hopes conditions would 
improve, it was decided to call off 
the event early enough that neither 
volunteers nor participants would 
make the trip to YYJ.

COPA Flight 6 would like to thank 
the many volunteers who offered 
their time on both Saturdays and the 
pilots who flew their own aircraft 
and paid their own fuel costs. Photos 
of the event can be seen at http://
copaflight6.blogspot.com

The next COPA For Kids event is 
being planned for May 2019, stay 
tuned for further details.

FLY-OUT BUG 
COPA Flight 6
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Ground School Schedule
October 2018

Private Pilot Classes run Mon. and Wed. from 19:00 to 22:00.

DATE TOPIC INSTRUCTOR
October 1 Canadian Aviation Regulations & Licencing I Imran
October 3 Canadian Aviation Regulations & Licencing II Imran
October 8 No Class - Thanksgiving N/A
October 10 Airframes & Engines Stephan
October 15 Systems & Flight Instruments Stephan
October 17 Human Factors & Pilot Decision Making Matt
October 22 Meteorology I Sean
October 24 Meteorology II Sean
October 29 Meteorology III Sean
October 31 No Class - Halloween N/A
November 5 Meteorology IV Sean

Ground School Course: $350  Ground School Kit: $275     Learn to Fly package: $675

Call Customer Service at 250 656 2833 to register for Ground School today!

VFC smile cards 
Pick up your smile card today at the VFC office, and 
5% of your grocery purchase will go towards creating 
scholarships and awards for VFC members. 
Since the autumn of 2005, the Victoria Flying Club 
has received over $18,600 from the Thrifty Foods 
Smile Card program. These funds have been appre-
ciated by all members of the club. Thank you Thrifty 
Foods!

www.islandblue.com

Victoria: 905 Fort St., Victoria BC  V8V 3K3  Tel: 250-385-9786
Sidney: 2411 Beacon Ave., Sidney BC  V8L 2X2  Tel: 250-656-1233

print & imaging

book printing

art & framing

In previous articles we have used 
the word “oxidation” quite often 
but didn't explain what it is.

Paint Oxidation is a term 
otherwise known as corrosion. 
Paint starts out life a smooth, 
bright, glossy, and deep colour. 
Over time, UV rays and corrosive 
environmental factors slowly 
“eat” away at the paint causing 
microscopic pits. These pits 
change the surface by causing 
more of a matte look with a lower
refractive index. Simply put, less 
shiny. We think of it as “rust” for 
your paint.

Unless you spend a lot of time 
flying upside down, the underside 
of the wings sees the least 
amount of sun and contaminants, 
so it is probably the best paint 
on your aircraft. A simple way 
to asses the level of oxidation 
on your paint is to compare the 
shininess under the wings with 
the top of the wings (or fuselage 
facing the sun). In extreme cases, 
you can rub your finger across the 
paint and it will feel chalky leaving 
a white powder on your finger.

Oxidation can not be reversed so 
the only fix is removing it. We call 
this Paint Revitalization. For very 
minor oxidation, where the colour 
is just not quite as bright, a polish 
can be used which smoothes the 
surface more than it removes 
material. For light oxidation, a 
light rubbing compound can be 
used by hand or a buffer. Heavy 
oxidation requires a buffer applied 
heavy compound and depending 
on the severity, more than a few 
passes. The picture below is of a 
boat that probably hadn't been 
waxed more than a few times 
over its 17 year life. The right 
side had two passes of heavy 
compound and finished with a 
combination light compound 
polish. It is amazing that you can 
see the reflection of the tree 
canopy after buffing.

Some colours are more prone to 
oxidation appearing. White tends 
to hide oxidation the most. Red 
fades and is easy to spot. Dark
blue shows oxidation as white 
spots. Each time a compound or 
buffer is used, a layer of paint is 
removed. There is a trade off 

between removing the oxidation 
and removing too much paint. 
Colour affects this balance. White 
shows oxidation the least and 
requires the least amount of paint 
removal because of that. Red 
and dark blue will show more 
oxidation, and generally, require 
the most paint to be removed. 
There are some extreme cases 
of dark blue, in particular, that 
required wet sanding.

To prevent oxidation, the best 
thing you can do for your paint 
is wash as necessary and keep 
a good sealant. If you have wax, 
then wash at least once a month. 
This will also help you determine 
when the wax is wearing off. If 
you have an advanced sealant, 
you can wash less often but every 
three months is recommended.

In summary, maintenance of your 
planes exterior will allow you to 
enjoy it without needing to spend
the money on cutting and buffing 
back your paint. Ensuring your 
plane is sealed will decrease lag,
debris, make insects easier to 
remove, and protect your finish 
from oxidation. If you have any
further questions about paint 
or oxidation, let us know, if we 
cannot answer right away we will 
make every effort to find out the 
answer for you.

By: Leslie Hunter,
Sea & Sky Eco Detailing
www.SeaAndSkyEco.ca
info@seaandskyeco.ca
250-656-1370

Plane Maintenance
The lowdown on paint oxidation.
Contributed by Leslie Hunter, Sea & Sky Eco Detailing.
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Ground School Schedule

One day in pool course for

Fixed Wing and Helicopter

Emergency Training offered in

Victoria.

PILOT AND 
PASSENGER 

EGRESS 
TRAINING

For further information and

registration, contact us! 

 

www.dunkyou.com 

info@dunkyou.com 

250-704-6401 

 

Check out our  

DRY Egress E-Learning at

www.egresstraining.ca

OCT 27, 2018

Instructor Bryan 'Bry the Dunker

Guy' Webster has been recognized

by Transport Canada, receiving the

prestigious TC Aviation Safety

Award in 2007 for his exceptional

commitment to underwater egress

training for pilots and passengers. 

 

Things happen fast when an aircraft

ditches. Properly trained, you can

save your own life and the lives of

your passengers. 

 

Our training consists of a self-paced

online course called "Dry Egress"

where you learn the theory behind

ditching and safe egress

techniques. Following that are the

three hour pool sessions which allow

you to practice actual underwater

egress techniques in a safe and

controlled environment. 

CONTACT US

Training cost is $350 + GST.

AVIATION 
EGRESS 

SYSTEMS 

For more information or to book a flight
Email: tedk@flyvfc.com
Call: 1-778-350-3213

VFC Charter offers inexpensive, on-demand, and 
direct transportation to places not serviced by 
other commercial carriers in the lower BC area.
The charter service is operational in day 
VFR conditions. Please contact us for more 
information on destinations and costs.

VFC CHARTER SERVICE      
Be there in minutes!


